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Abstract: The internal water pressure condition influences the internal force of the circular hydraulic
tunnel lining. However, calculating the lining’s internal force of this type of tunnel still lacks practical
theory. Based on the modified routine method and the theory of structural mechanics, the internal
stress model of the tunnel section is established in this paper. The general calculation formula of
lining internal force is deduced by considering arbitrary water level height and different water
conveyance pressures. The formula is used to calculate the internal force of the lining under the
action of internal water pressure and the influence laws of water level height and water conveyance
pressure are explored, respectively. In addition, case analysis was carried out for several typical
projects. The results show that the maximum internal force of the lining increases with the increase of
water pressure and inner radius and the maximum internal force is in a fixed special position when
the water is conveyed under pressure. When the water is conveyed without pressure, the internal
force of the lining will increase with the increased water level. However, the maximum bending
moment and axial force will reduce at the special water level. This calculation theory considering
different working conditions of internal water pressure solves the calculation problem of the internal
force of a circular hydraulic tunnel. It improves the design theory of tunnel structure and provides a
theoretical basis for this type of tunnel’s structural design and safe operation.

Keywords: hydraulic tunnel; water conveyance pressure; modified routine method; lining internal
force; water level

1. Introduction

Hydraulic tunnels play a crucial role in regional water transfer, hydropower gener-
ation, diversion and flood discharge, etc. Different water-flowing conditions are the key
issues for structural design and safe operation [1,2]. According to different stress states,
hydraulic tunnels can be divided into non-pressure and pressure tunnels. The water flow
in the non-pressure tunnel is open flow and the water level affects the internal force of
the lining. The inside of the pressure tunnel is filled with water and the value of water
conveyance pressure influences the internal force of the lining [3,4]. Besides, the dynamic
characteristics of water in the tunnel and the water seepage of the lining structure will
also affect the internal force of the structure [5,6]. At present, there is still a lack of general
formula to solve the internal force of lining under different water conveyance conditions.

The modified routine method improves the calculation theory of the routine method
by introducing the bending stiffness to effectively consider the reduction effect of the
bending stiffness of the joint. It has become a commonly used theoretical method for
calculating lining internal force in tunnel structure design [7]. Huang et al. [8] considered
the situation that the groundwater level is located in the tunnel section and modified the
formula of horizontal displacement of the structure in the modified routine method. This
expands the applicable scene of the modified routine method. Dong et al. [9] aim at the
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problem that the calculation theory of shield segments is insufficient to study the joints.
They consider the allowable deformation of the segment joint. The elastic center method
and superposition principle are adopted to deduce the calculation formula of lining internal
force with the discontinuous joint. Wang et al. [10] introduced a new analytical solution
to calculate the internal force and deformation of the circular tunnel lining by using the
curved Euler beam theory and the principle of minimum potential energy. This method
can consider joints and loads with arbitrary distribution and has remarkable advantages in
rigid body displacement treatment and soil reaction calculation. With the emergence of
large-diameter and deep tunnels, the traditional design method will certainly impact the
internal force calculation because it does not consider the pre-deformation and assembly
errors in the segment assembly process. Liu et al. [11] deduced an analytical solution to
calculate the internal force of shield lining by assuming the assembly error of bolt holes
and the pre-deformation of lining and using the principle of minimum potential energy.

None of the above studies considered the internal force of the lining caused by the
internal water pressure of the hydraulic tunnel. However, in actual use, whether in a tunnel
with or without pressure, different internal water pressures influence the internal force of
the lining [12,13]. This paper refers to internal force positive and negative sign provisions
in the modified routine method. The general formula for calculating the internal force of
lining under different water levels and water conveyance pressures is derived by using the
mechanical analysis method [10,14]. The internal force generated by the lining structure
of the tunnel under the external load can be calculated by the modified routine method
or other methods [15]. This formula can be superimposed on the formula of internal
force caused by external load given by a modified routine method, further improving the
application scope of tunnel structure calculation theory.

In this paper, the internal stress calculation model of the tunnel section is established
according to structural mechanics theory. The calculation formula of lining internal force
is deduced considering any water level height and different water conveyance pressures.
Then, using the above formulas, the influence laws of water level and water pressure on
the value and distribution of the internal force of tunnel lining are studied. In addition, two
typical hydraulic tunnel projects are analyzed and the variation law of lining internal force
is obtained. This method can provide a theoretical basis for the structural design and safe
operation of hydraulic tunnels.

2. Internal Force Calculation of Lining

In the process of tunnel water conveyance, the lining structure is under the pressure
of water and the internal force calculation formulas at different water levels are different.
When water is delivered without pressure, there is only the water’s gravity inside the lining.
When water is delivered under pressure, the lining bears the water’s gravity and water
conveyance pressure. The external rock and soil of the tunnel give the vertical reaction
force to the lower part of the lining to counteract the water’s gravity. As the two forces
are a pair of interaction forces acting on the lower lining, the influence of water gravity on
the lining’s internal force in the vertical direction can be ignored [16,17]. Therefore, it is
not necessary to consider the external reaction force of the lining caused by internal water
gravity in the vertical direction when calculating with the modified routine method [18].
Taking the pressurized water conveyance tunnel as an example, the calculation model of
the internal force of the tunnel section is established, as shown in Figure 1.

In the figure, r is the inner radius of the lining; Hw is the water level height; P is
the water conveyance pressure; q is the gravity of the water at the bottom of the tunnel,
q = γw·Hw; γw is the weight of water.
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Figure 1. Diagram of internal load in the section of pressurized water conveyance tunnel. 

In the figure, r is the inner radius of the lining; Hw is the water level height; P is the 
water conveyance pressure; q is the gravity of the water at the bottom of the tunnel, q = 
γw∙Hw; γw is the weight of water. 

The load and structure on both sides of the tunnel are symmetrical and there is no 
vertical pressure. The basic system is shown in Figure 2 [8]. The lining is a secondary stat-
ically indeterminate structure and the typical equation of the force method is as follows: 𝛿 𝑋 + 𝛿 𝑋 + ∆ = 0𝛿 𝑋 + 𝛿 𝑋 + ∆ = 0 (1) 

where δ11, δ12, δ21 and δ22 are the coefficient of the typical equation; ∆1P and ∆2P are the free 
terms of the typical equation; X1 and X2 are the redundant unknown force. 

According to the modified routine method, it is stipulated that the positive and neg-
ative signs of internal forces are as follows. The bending moment is positive when the 
inner side is tension; the axial force is positive when this is compression; the shear force is 
positive with the counterclockwise direction around the isolator [10,14]. The unit bending 
moment diagrams 𝑀  and 𝑀  are shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 2. Basic system for internal force calculation of pressurized water conveyance tunnel. 
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Figure 1. Diagram of internal load in the section of pressurized water conveyance tunnel.

The load and structure on both sides of the tunnel are symmetrical and there is no
vertical pressure. The basic system is shown in Figure 2 [8]. The lining is a secondary
statically indeterminate structure and the typical equation of the force method is as follows:{

δ11X1 + δ12X2 + ∆1P = 0
δ21X1 + δ22X2 + ∆2P = 0

(1)

where δ11, δ12, δ21 and δ22 are the coefficient of the typical equation; ∆1P and ∆2P are the
free terms of the typical equation; X1 and X2 are the redundant unknown force.
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Figure 2. Basic system for internal force calculation of pressurized water conveyance tunnel.

According to the modified routine method, it is stipulated that the positive and
negative signs of internal forces are as follows. The bending moment is positive when the
inner side is tension; the axial force is positive when this is compression; the shear force is
positive with the counterclockwise direction around the isolator [10,14]. The unit bending
moment diagrams M1 and M2 are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Bending moment diagram under unit force. (a) M1 diagram (M1 = 1). (b) M2 diagram
(M2 = −r· cos θ).
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The distribution forms of internal water pressure in pressurized water conveyance
and pressureless water conveyance are different, but the basic structure and unit bending
moment diagram of internal force calculation in the two cases are the same. Therefore, the
formulas for calculating the coefficients and free terms of typical equations in the two water
conveyance forms as follows:

δ11 =
∫ π

0

M2
1

EI
rdθ =

πr
EI

(2)

δ12 = δ21 = 0 (3)

δ22 =
∫ π

0

M2
2

EI
rdθ =

πr3

2EI
(4)

∆1P =
∫ π

0

M1MP
EI

rdθ =
r

EI

∫ π

0
MPdθ (5)

∆2P =
∫ π

0

M2MP
EI

rdθ = − r2

EI

∫ π

0
MP cos θdθ (6)

where EI is the bending stiffness, which will be eliminated later; MP is the bending moment
produced by water pressure in the basic structure; θ is the angle between the radius at the
calculated position and the x-axis.

The coefficients and free terms are substituted into the typical equation and the
formulas for calculating the redundant unknown forces X1 and X2 are obtained.{

X1 = − 1
π

∫ π
0 MPdθ

X2 = 2
πr
∫ π

0 MP cos θdθ
(7)

According to the calculation formula of bending moment MP, axial force NP, shear
force QP and redundant unknown force produced by water pressure, lining internal force
calculation formulas can be obtained.

Mθ = X1 − X2r cos θ + MP
Nθ = X2 cos θ + NP
Qθ = X2 sin θ + QP

(8)

The internal force of the circular lining structure of a water conveyance tunnel under
different water conveyance conditions can be calculated by Formula (8). The formulas
of MP, NP and QP are determined by the specific distribution of water pressure. The
calculation is divided into two cases: pressurized water conveyance and pressureless water
conveyance. The corresponding results are substituted into Formula (8) to obtain the
internal force calculation formula of the lining structure.

2.1. Pressurized Water Conveyance

When water is delivered under pressure, the water gravity and the water conveyance
pressure P act together inside the tunnel lining. According to the basic structure in Figure 2,
the structural load diagram under the condition of pressurized water conveyance is estab-
lished, as shown in Figure 4. The formulas of MP, NP and QP produced by water pressure
can be obtained. 

MP = 1
12 (3q − q cos θ + 6P)r2 cos2 θ

NP = − 1
4 (2q − q cos θ + 4P)r cos2 θ

QP = − 1
4 (2q − q cos θ + 4P)r sin θ cos θ

(9)
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Substituting the calculation formula of MP in the above formula into Formula (7), the
calculation formula of the redundant unknown force is obtained.

X1 = −1
8
(q + 2P)r2 (10)

X2 = − 1
16

qr (11)

Then, by substituting Formulas (9)–(11) into Formula (8), the lining’s internal force
can be obtained when water is delivered under pressure. The formula is as follows:

Mθ = − 1
8 (q + 2P)r2 + 1

16 qr2 cos θ + 1
12 (3q − q cos θ + 6P)r2 cos2 θ

Nθ = − 1
16 qr cos θ − 1

4 (2q − q cos θ + 4P)r cos2 θ

Qθ = − 1
16 qr sin θ − 1

4 (2q − q cos θ + 4P)r sin θ cos θ

(12)

2.2. Pressureless Water Conveyance

When water is delivered without pressure, the inside of the tunnel lining is only
affected by the water’s gravity and the calculation of lining internal force is affected by the
height Hw of the water level. If the central angle corresponding to the water conveyance
height is ϕ, then cosϕ = (Hw − r)/r. The internal force calculation formulas corresponding
to the water levels at the upper and lower part of the tunnel are different, so the two cases
are calculated separately below.

2.2.1. The Water Level Is at the Upper Part of the Tunnel

According to the basic structure in Figure 2, a structural load diagram is established
under the condition that the pressureless water level is at the upper part of the tunnel, as
shown in Figure 5. The height range of the water level is r ≤ Hw ≤ 2r and the value range
of ϕ is 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ π/2.
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(1) when 0 ≤ θ ≤ ϕ, 
MP = qr3 cos2 ϕ

6Hw
(3 cos θ − cos ϕ)

NP = − qr2 cos2 ϕ
2Hw

cos θ

QP = − qr2 cos2 ϕ
2Hw

sin θ

(13)

(2) when ϕ ≤ θ ≤ π, 
MP = qr3 cos2 θ

6Hw
(3 cos ϕ − cos θ)

NP = − qr2 cos2 θ
2Hw

(2 cos ϕ − cos θ)

QP = − qr2 sin θ cos θ
2Hw

(2 cos ϕ − cos θ)

(14)

Substituting the formulas of MP in Formulas (13) and (14) into Formula (7), the
formulas of the redundant unknown force are obtained.

X1 =
qr3

36πHw

[
6ϕ cos3 ϕ − 9 cos2 ϕ sin ϕ − 9(π − ϕ) cos ϕ − 6 sin ϕ + 2 sin3 ϕ

]
(15)

X2 =
qr2

24πHw

[
5 cos3 ϕ sin ϕ + 12ϕ cos2 ϕ − 20 cos ϕ sin ϕ + 7 cos ϕ sin3 ϕ − 3(π − ϕ)

]
(16)

Then, by substituting Formulas (13)–(16) into Formula (8), the lining internal force can
be obtained when the water level of the pressureless water conveyance is at the upper part
of the tunnel. The formula is as follows:

(1) when 0 ≤ θ ≤ ϕ, 
Mθ = X1 − X2r cos θ + qr3 cos2 ϕ

6Hw
(3 cos θ − cos ϕ)

Nθ = X2 cos θ − qr2 cos2 ϕ
2Hw

cos θ

Qθ = X2 sin θ − qr2 cos2 ϕ
2Hw

sin θ

(17)

(2) when ϕ ≤ θ ≤ π, 
Mθ = X1 − X2r cos θ + qr3 cos2 θ

6Hw
(3 cos ϕ − cos θ)

Nθ = X2 cos θ − qr2 cos2 θ
2Hw

(2 cos ϕ − cos θ)

Qθ = X2 sin θ − qr2 sin θ cos θ
2Hw

(2 cos ϕ − cos θ)

(18)

2.2.2. The Water Level Is at the Lower Part of the Tunnel

According to the basic structure in Figure 2, a structural load diagram is established
under the condition that the pressureless water level is at the lower part of the tunnel, as
shown in Figure 6. The height range of the water level is 0 ≤ Hw ≤ r and the value range of
the central angle ϕ corresponding to the water conveyance height position is π/2 ≤ ϕ ≤ π.
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(1) when 0 ≤ θ ≤ ϕ, 
MP = 0
NP = 0
QP = 0

(19)

(2) when ϕ ≤ θ ≤ π, 
MP = qr3

6Hw
(cos ϕ − cos θ)3

NP = qr2 cos θ
2Hw

(cos ϕ − cos θ)2

QP = qr2 sin θ
2Hw

(cos ϕ − cos θ)2

(20)

Substituting the formulas of MP in Formulas (19) and (20) into Formula (7), the
formulas of the redundant unknown force are obtained.

X1 = − qr3

36πHw

[
6(π − ϕ) cos3 ϕ + 9 cos2 ϕ sin ϕ + 9(π − ϕ) cos ϕ + 6 sin ϕ − 2 sin3 ϕ

]
(21)

X2 =
qr2

24πHw

[
5 cos3 ϕ sin ϕ − 12(π − ϕ) cos2 ϕ − 20 cos ϕ sin ϕ + 7 cos ϕ sin3 ϕ − 3(π − ϕ)

]
(22)

Then, by substituting Formulas (19)–(22) into Formula (8), the lining internal force
can be obtained when the water level is at the lower part of the tunnel. The formula is as
follows:

(1) when 0 ≤ θ ≤ ϕ, 
Mθ = X1 − X2r cos θ

Nθ = X2 cos θ
Qθ = X2 sin θ

(23)

(2) when ϕ ≤ θ ≤ π, 
Mθ = X1 − X2r cos θ + qr3

6Hw
(cos ϕ − cos θ)3

Nθ = X2 cos θ + qr2 cos θ
2Hw

(cos ϕ − cos θ)2

Qθ = X2 sin θ + qr2 sin θ
2Hw

(cos ϕ − cos θ)2

(24)

3. Analysis of the Influence of Water Conveyance Pressure on Lining Internal Force

The lining structure design of traffic tunnels, municipal tunnels and mine tunnels
mainly consider the external water and soil pressure. At this time, the internal force of
the lining can be effectively calculated by using the modified routine method [19–21]. The
effect of common internal loads is not significant, so no extra consideration is needed. The
interior of the hydraulic tunnel is usually filled with water or even pressurized water, which
leads to obvious changes in the internal force of the lining. Therefore, water conveyance
pressure and water conveyance level are important indexes for the normal operation of
hydraulic tunnels [22,23]. In the following, the formula in Section 2 is used to calculate
the lining internal force under the action of water pressure. Further, the influence laws
of pressurized water conveyance pressure and pressureless water conveyance level are
studied respectively.

3.1. Influence of Pressurized Water Conveyance Pressure on Lining Internal Force

Hydraulic tunnel pressurized water conveyance will change the value and distribution
of lining internal force. Here, the variation law of lining internal force is analyzed according
to different water conveyance pressures. The water conveyance pressure of the built
hydraulic tunnel is generally less than 1 MPa and the section size is determined according
to the water demand and technical and economic comparison [24].
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3.1.1. Influence of Water Conveyance Pressure on the Maximum Internal Force of Lining

In order to reveal the influence of water conveyance pressure on the maximum internal
force of the lining, four working conditions are selected with tunnel inner radii of 2, 3, 4 and
5 m. The maximum internal force under the water conveyance pressure of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,
0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 MPa were calculated, respectively. The positive and negative value
of internal force only indicates the direction of the force. The bending moment and shear
force are the maxima of absolute value and the axial force is the inverse of the minimum
value (i.e., the maximum axial tension). The curve of the maximum internal force with
water conveyance pressure under four lining sizes is shown in Figure 7.
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It can be seen from Figure 7 that the maximum internal force of the lining will increase
with the increase of water conveyance pressure and inner radius. The larger the inner
radius of the lining, the more significant the influence of water conveyance pressure on
the maximum internal force. Under the same water conveyance pressure, the influence
of changing the inner radius on the bending moment is greater than that on axial force
and shear force. This shows that, when the hydraulic tunnel has high requirements for
water-passing capacity, the internal force borne by the lining is large, so it is necessary to
strengthen the design of structural strength.

3.1.2. Influence of Water Conveyance Pressure on Internal Force Distribution of Lining

In order to analyze the influence of water conveyance pressure on the internal force
distribution of lining, a tunnel with an inner radius of 3 m is taken as an example. The
internal force values of lining at different angles under the water conveyance pressure of
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0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 MPa are calculated, respectively. The distribution of lining internal force
value with angle under three water conveyance pressure conditions is shown in Figure 8.
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It can be seen from Figure 8a that the bending moments of lining structures at 45◦,
135◦, 225◦ and 315◦ are almost zero under different water conveyance pressures. Taking
this as the dividing point, the lining is divided into four sections: upper, lower, left and
right. The inner sides of the upper and lower sections of the lining and the outer sides
of the left and right sections of the lining are in tension. It can be seen from Figure 8b
that, under the action of internal water pressure, the lining structure will not produce axial
pressure. Further, the axial force distribution shows that, the closer it is to both sides of
the lining, the smaller the axial tension will be. It can be seen from Figure 8c that, under
the action of different water conveyance pressures, the shear force at the position where
the bending moment is zero produces the maximum value. Further, the shear force at
the upper, lower, left and right endpoints of the lining are almost zero. To sum up, the
lining internal force distribution shows a certain change rule with the increase of water
conveyance pressure. Among these, the maximum value of internal force is in the special
position which is different from 0 degrees angle by 45 degrees multiple angles.
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3.2. Influence of Pressureless Water Conveyance Level on Lining Internal Force

The value and distribution of the lining internal force of a pressureless hydraulic
tunnel are greatly influenced by the water level. Here, the variation law of lining internal
force is analyzed according to different water levels.

3.2.1. Influence of Water Conveyance Level on the Maximum Internal Force of Lining

To reveal the influence of water level on the maximum internal force of lining, four
working conditions are selected of tunnel inner radii 2, 3, 4 and 5 m. The maximum internal
force is calculated by taking an analysis point at an interval of 1 m from 1 m water level to
full water level height. The positive and negative value of internal force only indicates the
direction of force, and the selection of the maximum value of each internal force is the same
as that in Section 3.1.1. The curve of the maximum internal force with water conveyance
level under different lining sizes is shown in Figure 9.
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(a) Maximum bending moment. (b) Maximum axial force. (c) Maximum shear force.

It can be seen from Figure 9a that, when the water level exceeds half the height of
the tunnel, the maximum bending moment will decrease in the local water level section.
Then the maximum bending moment continues to increase and the increase rate gradually
increases. It can be seen from Figure 9b that the maximum axial force of the lining will
decrease abnormally under the condition of full water level. Before that, the maximum
axial force increased with the increase in water level. It can be seen from Figure 9c that the
maximum value of lining shear force increases with the increase of water level height and
the increase rate gradually increases. In addition, at the same water level, the maximum
internal force of the lining is affected little by the inner radius. The maximum internal
force of the lining of a pressureless water conveyance tunnel is much smaller than that of
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a pressurized water conveyance tunnel. Therefore, designing the tunnels with the same
water conveyance capacity can comprehensively compare two design schemes: pressurized
water conveyance and increased-size pressureless water conveyance.

3.2.2. Influence of Water Conveyance Level on Internal Force Distribution of Lining

To analyze the influence of water level on the internal force distribution of lining, a
tunnel with an inner radius of 3 m is taken as an example and the internal force values of
lining at different angles at 1, 3 and 5 m water levels are calculated, respectively. Figure 10
shows the distribution of lining internal force values with angles under three water levels.
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It can be seen from Figure 10 that the higher the water conveyance level, the more
obvious the difference in internal force values at different angles of the lining. When
the water level is 1 m, the internal force of the lining is small. Then the internal force
increases with the increase in water level. Under different water levels, the maximum
values of bending moment and axial force are always at the bottom of the lining and the
shear forces at the upper and lower ends of the lining are always 0. When pressureless
water conveyance is compared with pressurized water conveyance, the internal force of the
former is much smaller than that of the latter and the distribution of the former is more
irregular due to the influence of water level height.
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4. Case Analysis

Hydraulic tunnels can be broadly divided into diversion tunnels and drainage tunnels
according to their uses. The diversion tunnels supply water resources to places that need
water for power generation, irrigation, production and for living purposes. The drainage
tunnels discharge water to the designated position, which plays the role of flood discharge
and sewage discharge [25]. A typical hydraulic tunnel project is selected in the diversion
tunnel and the discharge tunnel, respectively. The internal force of the lining under different
water pressures is calculated, considering only the internal water pressure.

4.1. Water Conveyance Tunnel of Raw Water Project of Qingcaosha Water Source Area

The raw water project of the Qingcaosha water source area will transfer the high-
quality freshwater resources of the Qingcaosha reservoir to Shanghai. The water pipeline
is mainly composed of the Changxing island water tunnel and the river-crossing tunnel.
The project provides a large amount of raw water supply for Shanghai through the water
conveyance tunnel. With a daily water supply of over 70,000 cubic meters and a beneficiary
population of over 10 million, the regional water transfer efficiency is important. This
project is the first time in China that a single-layer lining shield method is used to build a
water conveyance tunnel. The tunnel across the river is 7.29 m long, the inner radius of
the lining is 2.92 m, the outer radius is 3.4 m and the strength grade of segment concrete is
C55 [26,27]. With the calculation formula in Section 2, the maximum value of the internal
force of the lining structure at half-water level, full-water level and pressurized water
conveyance is calculated under the action of internal water pressure only, as shown in
Table 1.

Table 1. The maximum internal force of water conveyance tunnel lining.

Maximum Internal Force
Pressureless Water Conveyance Level Pressurized Water Conveyance Pressure

Half Water Level Full Water Level 0.2 MPa 0.4 MPa

Bending moment (kN·m) 16.8 62.8 487.6 913.8
Axial force (kN) 36.6 52.2 636.2 1220.2

shearing force (kN) 13.2 50.2 341.4 633.3

According to the data in Table 1, the internal force of the lining of this water conveyance
tunnel is small when pressureless water conveyance and the structural safety factor is high
at this time. The maximum internal force of pressurized water conveyance is much larger
than that of pressureless water conveyance. Under the action of 0.4 MPa water pressure,
the maximum axial tensile force of the lining is 1220.2 kN and the maximum axial tensile
stress is 2.54 MPa. Therefore, analyzing only the internal water pressure, the maximum
water conveyance pressure that the water conveyance tunnel can bear is about 0.3 MPa,
but considering that the external load can offset some of the internal water pressure, the
actual water conveyance pressure that can be borne is larger than this value.

4.2. Yangqu Hydropower Station Flood Discharge Tunnel

Yangqu Hydropower Station is a large-scale hydropower hub project which mainly
generates electricity. It started construction in December 2021 and is currently in the
construction stage. The project is mainly composed of a river-blocking rockfill dam, a flood
discharge tunnel on the left bank and a water diversion and power generation building on
the right bank. Among these, the flood discharge tunnel is 467 m long and its permanent
support adopts a C25 reinforced concrete circular lining with an inner radius of 5.3 m and a
thickness of 0.5 m [28,29]. With the calculation formula in Section 2, the maximum value of
the internal force of the lining structure at half-water level, full-water level and pressurized
water conveyance is calculated under the action of only internal water pressure, as shown
in Table 2.
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Table 2. The maximum internal force of flood discharging tunnel lining.

Maximum Internal Force
Pressureless Water Conveyance Level Pressurized Water Conveyance Pressure

Half Water Level Full Water Level 0.2 MPa 0.4 MPa

Bending moment (kN·m) 100.4 376.0 1771.6 3175.1
Axial force (kN) 120.8 172.0 1231.7 2291.7

shearing force (kN) 43.5 165.5 693.0 1222.6

According to the data in Table 2, due to the large cross-section size of the flood
discharge tunnel, the internal force generated by the lining during pressurized water
conveyance is large. Under the pressure of 0.2 MPa, the maximum axial tensile force of
the lining reaches 1231.7 kN and the maximum axial tensile stress is 2.46 MPa, which is
much higher than the tensile strength of C25 concrete. In addition, the maximum bending
moment when discharging water under pressure is also very large. Therefore, the flood
discharge tunnel should avoid generating water pressure inside.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, according to the different water conveyance conditions of the hydraulic
tunnel, the theoretical method of calculating the internal force of the lining structure is given
by using the mechanical analysis method. With this calculation method, the influence law of
water level height and water conveyance pressure on the maximum value and distribution
of lining internal force is further analyzed. The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) The hydraulic tunnel is greatly affected by the internal water pressure. This paper
introduces the theory of structural mechanics, considers the operating conditions of
different water levels and water conveyance pressures and derives a general formula
for calculating the internal force of the lining structure. This calculation method can ef-
fectively calculate the value and distribution of internal forces. Based on the modified
routine method, the calculation theory of tunnel structure is further improved, which
provides a theoretical basis for the design and safe operation of hydraulic tunnels.

(2) When water is delivered under pressure, the maximum internal force of the lining
increases with the increase of water conveyance pressure and inner radius. When
water is delivered without pressure, the maximum bending moment and axial force
of the lining will inverse the increasing trend at the special water level. In addition,
the maximum value of lining internal force of pressureless water conveyance is much
smaller than that of pressurized water conveyance. Therefore, when the hydraulic
tunnel has high requirements for water-passing capacity, it can strengthen the struc-
tural strength to carry out pressurized water conveyance or adopt the design scheme
of increasing size and the carrying out of pressureless water conveyance.

(3) When water is delivered under pressure, the distribution of lining internal force
changes regularly with the increase of water conveyance pressure. The maximum
value of internal force is in the fixed special position. When water is delivered without
pressure, with the increase in water conveyance level the internal force value of the
lining increases continuously and the difference in internal force value at different
angles is more significant. The internal force of the lining is much stronger when
water is delivered under pressure than when water is delivered without pressure, so
the strength of the lining structure should be designed to be larger.

(4) The calculation model ignores both the influence of internal water pressure in the
vertical direction and the dynamic characteristics, which is inconsistent with the actual
situation. In addition, the mechanism of abnormal maximum bending moment and
axial force at special water levels is unclear. These problems need further study.
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